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London College of Fashion
Tuesday 24th March 2015
With growing drives towards greater sustainability within the retail sector and a requirement to
conform to existing and emerging legislation; retailers face the common challenge of encouraging
the reduced consumption of saleable products, while remaining prosperous.
Over the past year, TRANSFER has been working with a diverse group of large and SME retailers from
a number of sectors (particularly energy, water and clothing), with the aim of generating novel
solutions to successfully addressing this paradox. Combining the experiences of our commercial
partners with academic expertise from the University of Sheffield and the University of the Arts,
London; we have investigated how these solutions (and efforts to promote sustainable consumption
within retail more generally) are received and responded to by consumers.
This Dissemination Workshop (re-)introduced new and existing partners (see Table 1 for attendees)
of TRANSFER to the project and the key research and public engagement activities that have taken
place over the past 12 months. The aim was to both communicate the findings of the project and to
offer attendees the opportunity to discuss the findings and shape the future direction of the project.

TABLE 1.
PROJECT PARTNERS
• Tom Jenkins
Corporate Responsibility Executive – E.ON
• Nelson Blackley
Nottingham Business School
• Andrew Gilbert
Key Account Manager - Sustainable
Textiles - WRAP
• Tom Roberts
ESRC - Research Portfolio Manager for
Environment and Water
• Kim Cassidy
Nottingham Business School
• Emily Howells
EmilyandAnne Animations
• Hannah Gower
London College of Fashion

ACADEMIC TEAM
• Chris Jones (PI)
Psychology, University of Sheffield
• Natalie McCreesh
Psychology, University of Sheffield
• Helen Storey
Centre for Sustainable Fashion,
London College of Fashion
• Alex McIntosh
Centre for Sustainable Fashion,
London College of Fashion
• Will Stuttard
Psychology, University of Sheffield

The workshop principally comprised presentations from the members of the TRANSFER academic
team (attached to this letter). Chris Jones introduced the project aims, objectives and activities.
Natalie McCreesh outlined the focus group and workshop events in more detail. Helen Storey and
Alex McIntosh discussed the public exhibition event at Leeds Trinity and Emily Howells introduced
the concept behind the animation being prepared on the basis of the project’s activities.
There was plenty of opportunity for discussion throughout the session and many interesting points
and ideas were raised by those in attendance.
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Project TRANSFER in brief

Premise

• Energy & fashion retailers share the common challenge of encouraging reduced consumption of
saleable product, while maintaining prosperous.
• TRANSFER has bought together a diverse group of academic and non-academic partners to
investigate this paradox.
• Consumption is seen by consumers as necessary and normative, so breaking the cycle of
consumption will require internal (psychological) & external (contextual) change.

• Commercial Partner Workshop (April 2014) - fashion , energy and water retailers discussed

Research
Activities

Outcomes

challenges and opportunities of promoting sustainability. Novel solutions to the problem of
promoting sustainability were produced (Make it Real; Pass on Savings; Wash Less, Wear More.
• Consumer Focus Groups (July 2014) - public discussed their motivations behind energy/fashion
shopping. Commercial Patner 'solutions for sustainability' were discussed by participants. Focus
group responses are currently being analysed through the lens of Goal Framing Theory.

• Pop-up t-shirt factory event was held at TRINITY Leeds (February 2015). The concept behind the
event (Making it Real) was derived from research activity. The aim was to reconnect people with
their clothing. The event physically engaged 127 shoppers but stimulated large response from
passers by/social media. A documentary video of the event is in production.
• A video animation (Nothing to Wear) is currently in production. This short video seeks to question
peoples' beliefs that they really have nothing to wear.

Project TRANSFER has been successful in its aim of bringing together a diverse group of academics,
commercial partners and members of the public in order to promote the exchange of knowledge &
best practice on the issue of sustainable consumption. The ‘Making it Real’ exhibition at Trinity Leeds
was a particular high point of the project. It was regarded by all involved as a really positive event
and stimulated real interest among the shoppers visiting the Shopping Centre.

Where Next for Project TRANSFER?
This Dissemination Workshop was the final official activity of the TRANSFER project; however we
believe that fostering more conscientious consumption among consumers, while maintaining
business prosperity, is an issue that will escalate in importance in the coming years. As such, we fully
intend to continue the project and engage in further collaboration and communication with those
who have participated to date. We would be happy to hear from you with any comments, ideas or
thoughts that you might have about the project and opportunities for collaboration.
A renewed TRANSFER webpage will be available shortly, detailing more about the activities and
outcomes of the project and how you can remain involved (www.project-transfer.com). This website
will also host the documentary from the ‘Making it Real’ exhibition and the forthcoming animation
(‘Nothing to Wear’) that will provide a unique, sharable outcome from the project. These are both
expected to be available in June/July. There will also be a number of forthcoming academic
publications resulting from this project.

Thank you to all that were involved, we look forward to future collaboration.

Dr Chris Jones (Lead Investigator), on behalf of Project TRANSFER
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